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DATES:
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Additional support for French
programming at BAM provided by
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provided by FACE.
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#WangRamirez
#BAMNextWave

Support for dance at the BAM Fisher
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The Mertz Gilmore Foundation.
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LIGHTING DESIGN
Cyril Mulon
SET DESIGN
Ida Ravn
COSTUMES
Honji Wang
MUSIC
Ilia Koutchoukov aka Everydayz /+∞
MUSICAL ARRANGEMENTS
Fabien Biron
ADDITIONAL MUSIC
Carlos Gardel, Alva Noto, Nick Cave,
& Warren Ellis
BOOKINGS
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Company Wang Ramirez - Clash 66

Coproduction: Act’art, Seine-et-Marne
General Council, Le Théâtre, scène
nationale de Narbonne, Initiatives
d’Artistes en Danses Urbaines (Fondation de France/Parc de la Villette, with
the support of the Caisse des Dépôts
and the Agence nationale pour la
cohésion sociale et l’égalité des
chances), Tanzhaus NRW in Düsseldorf, and the Communauté de communes de la région Lézignanaise.
With the support of the Regional council Languedoc-Roussillon, the Regional
prefecture Languedoc-Roussillon-MidiPyrénées (direction of cultural affairs),
Hebbel am Ufer-Berlin, Hauptstadtkulturfonds-Senat-Berlin, the Casa
Musicale in Perpignan, the Aude
departmental association of
music and dance, and Réseau en
Scène-Languedoc-Roussillon. With
thanks to Dansens hus Stockholm.
Company Wang Ramirez - Clash 66
receives structural support by Regional
prefecture Languedoc-RoussillonMidi-Pyrénées (direction of cultural
affairs), by Regional council Occitanie /
Pyrénées-Méditerranée and by County
council Pyrénées Orientales.
The company receives the support of
Foundation BNP Paribas for the development of its projects.
Sébastien Ramirez & Honji Wang
are associated artists of Théâtre de
l’Archipel, scène nationale de Perpignan for the seasons 2014—15,
2015—16, and 2016—17.
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Who’s
Who
WANG RAMIREZ
Wang Ramirez is a dance artist duo.
Since the creation of Company Wang
Ramirez, they have produced and
choreographed dance-theater pieces
that have won them many awards and
accolades, including a Bessie Award
and a nomination for the Rolex Mentor
& Protégée Arts Initiative Program.
Acclaimed by an international
audience, the company has been
invited to perform in many major
theaters and festivals, including
Théâtre de la Ville, La Villette and
Théâtre National de Chaillot (Paris);
Sadler’s Wells (London); Apollo
Theater (New York); and Mercat de
les Flors (Barcelona), among others
and receives support from several
prominent international co-producers.
Wang and Ramirez also developed a
conceptual dance performance for the
opening celebration of the arts space
MADE in Berlin and were invited
as guest performers for the 100th
anniversary of Maybelline New York.
Wang Ramirez recently contributed to
the choreography in the production
phase of Madonna’s Rebel Heart Tour
2015—16 in New York City.

Wang Ramirez continue to deepen their
quest of finding new choreographic
languages with means of expression
built on technical virtuosity, poetry,
humor, and the questioning of human
identities, encouraging and exploring
strong artistic collaborations with
artists from different fields.
wangramirez.com
facebook.com/WangRamirez

HONJI WANG
Honji Wang is a dancer, choreographer,
and artistic director born and raised in
Germany by Korean parents. Her dance
language is an abstraction of hip-hop
dance and has influences of earlier
martial arts and ballet training.
She was invited as a guest artist to
perform a duo with acclaimed British
choreographer Akram Khan titled The
Pursuit of Now accompanied by wellknown pianist Shahin Novrasli. She
also collaborated with the compelling
and avant-garde female flamenco
dancer Rocío Molina for the duet
Felahikum.
Invited to Madonna’s final auditions
in New York, Wang’s outstanding
performance earned her an invitation
to travel and perform for the Rebel
Heart Tour.
Wang was part of the movement
research team for Wachowski Brothers’
Jupiter Ascending and had her first film
experience as the Mongolian witch in
the movie Hansel & Gretel, directed by
Tommy Wirkola.

SÉBASTIEN RAMIREZ
Born in the south of France, Sébastien
Ramirez is an internationally
renowned dancer, choreographer,
and artistic director. Beginning as
a gifted b-boy, he soon won major
hip-hop championships and acted as
a judge for numerous international
competitions. Winner of the Redbull
BC ONE French championship, he
founded his company and developed a
new vision of space and choreography,
bringing hip hop dance to a new and
wider audience.
In recognition of Ramirez’s unique
quality of movement, Akram Khan
invited him to direct a workshop at
Théâtre de la Ville in Paris.
He was also invited by Sadler’s Wells
as one of the five choreographers
of RIOT OffSpring, a unique dance
piece performed to the score of Igor
Stravinsky’s iconic ballet, The Rite of
Spring, played by Southbank Sinfonia.
Most recently, Ramirez was invited by
Madonna to choreograph for her Rebel
Heart Tour.
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THE BROOKLYN/PARIS EXCHANGE
The 2016 Next Wave Festival includes
four engagements representing the
Brooklyn/Paris Exchange, a new collaboration between BAM and Paris’
Théâtre de la Ville. In this cross-cultural initiative, companies chosen by the
institutions’ respective artistic leaders, Joseph V. Melillo and Emmanuel
Demarcy-Mota, will make their Paris or
Brooklyn debuts as part of the other’s
upcoming season. Melillo’s selections—the explosive Zimbabwe-born
choreographer nora chipaumire and innovative theater troupe The Civilians—
represent the breadth of the borough’s
current creative output. DemarcyMota’s selections are similarly expansive, bringing celebrated circus artist
Yoann Bourgeois (Minuit, Oct 5—8)
and the hip-hop-inflected movement
of dance duo Company Wang Ramirez
(Monchichi, Oct 12—15) to Brooklyn
for their Next Wave debuts. Melillo and
Demarcy-Mota are, in essence, giving
one another carte blanche to program
a section of their corresponding artistic
seasons, while also placing trust in the
artists, and audiences, that the work
will transcend cultural barriers.
“I am so excited to embark on this
creative partnership with my esteemed
colleague Emmanuel Demarcy-Mota,”
says Melillo. “BAM and Théâtre de la
Ville institutionally—and Emmanuel
and I personally—share a set of values
about the importance of performance
in the creation and expansion of local
and global communities. I think of this
exchange as a cultural conversation
that will enrich everybody involved.”

“I am thrilled with this innovative partnership, a result of inspiring exchanges
with Joe Melillo,” says Demarcy-Mota.
“BAM and Théâtre de la Ville are sister
theaters, with common values based
on community and global involvement, as well as artistic audacity. Most
importantly, our relationship will make
it possible for American and French
artists’ work to transcend borders and
be seen more widely.”

